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The importance and urgency of the research topic of screenwriter in Chinese TV 
series can be seen from the following two aspects: 
Data shows that in 2013 and 2014, about 20% of the TV drama was eliminated 
because of quality, subject matter and other reasons after the completion of the shoot, 
without purchased by the market.The scarcity of fine plays is the main cause of this 
phenomenon. The lack of excellent screenwriter is the direct cause of the scarcity of 
fine plays. 
At present, there are few academic articles on screenplay and they  are mainly 
journal articles-based in China. There are few systematic monograph. 
Based on this, this article took the Chinese TV drama screenwriting as a research 
object.We define screenwriting that is both a person who write a play and screenplay 
creation.They constitute two sides of the screenwriting, corresponding to Achieving 
Three States of Harmony and Relishing Three Styles of Flavour in the text separately. 
Achieving Three States of Harmony focused on the composition of Chinese TV 
drama writers and the analysis of the relationship among Chinese TV Screenwriter 
and Director, Actor and Audience. Relishing Three Styles of Flavour focused on 
writing and aesthetic quality of drama ,which function  together as research on 
Chinese TV screenwriters. 
Achieving Three States of Harmony contains Achieving and Three States of H 
armony. Achieving focused on the composition of Chinese TV drama writers; Three 
States of Harmony focused on the relationship among Chinese TV Screenwriter and 
Director, Actor and Audience. which function  together as research on Chinese TV 















Relishing Three Styles of Flavou contains Relishing and Three Styles of Flavou. 
Relishing focused on the adaptation. Three Styles of Flavou focused on the 
originality. ,which function  together as research on screenwriting.This content was 
discussed in chapter three and chapte four of the text. 
Four theories that contain Achieving,Three States of Harmony, Relishing and 
Three Styles of Flavou exercise control over the thesis,to investigate the Chinese TV 
playwrighting and  hunt for the root cause conditioning development of the TV plays 
in China. 
According to the above ideas, this paper is divided into seven parts. 
Introduction: This part explained the research object, the question and the 
significance of the research, and summarized the literature related to the Chinese TV 
drama writers' research. In this part, the paper drew the main concept used in this 
paper, and specified the research object, Methods and the value and significance of 
the study. 
Chapter 1 “Theory of Achieving”. The author tried to put forward the theory of 
Achieving. through the division of type of the current Chinese TV drama 
screenwriters, this article made overall inspection in the creation of the current 
Chinese TV drama and suggestion to  promotion of quality of Chinese TV drama. 
Chapter 2 “Theory of Three States of Harmony”. The author tried to put forward 
the theory of Three States of Harmony, including the script to be well shot, performed 
and watched, in order to answer questions of relationship among Chinese TV 
Screenwriter and Director, Actor and Audience. 
Chapter 3 “Theory of Relishing”. The author tried to put forward  the theory of 
Relishing, including “go-out” and “come-in”. in order to answer  questions of 
adaptation screenwriters facing in a new-media age. 















the theory of Three Styles of Flavour, including Original flavour, Expanding flavour, 
Transcending flavour. in order to constitute new realm of the creation of TV series . 
Chapter 5: New discussion of on study of Chinese TV Screenwriters in the 
Context of Globalization. the discussion of the issue of Chinese TV screenwriters was 
placed in the context of Chinese and Western culture. under guided with a 
development strategy of “in and out”. The author tried to offer new methods to deal 
with new challenges.     
Conclusion: This part summarized the main content of this article, and summed 
up the theoretical contribution of this article. Finally, the researcher expounded the 
shortcomings of this study and the future research direction. 
Key words: Chinese TVseries Playwriting; Theory of Achieving; Theory of 
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